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CONSTRUCTION SITES PRESENT UNIQUE CHALLENGES  
REQUIRING AROUND-THE-CLOCK VIGILANCE.

INTERACTIVE VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SERVICES

PROTECT REMEDIATEIDENTIFY

DETER CRIME AND  
PROTECT ASSETS

CONSTRUCTION

$400M
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<25%
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EQUIPMENT IS  

RECOVERED EACH YEAR

Promontory Insight delivers a complete end-to-end security solution that protects your 
employees and your assets. Our approach for Construction is to focus on preventing 
crime before it happens through camera technologies that recognize and identify 
threats before they become incidents.

Promontory Insight implements State-of-the-Art technology to protect your site day and 
night. With real-time notifications to our Interactive Surveillance Operations Center (IOSC) 
in Dallas, Texas, we provide a preventative solution with an unprecedented arrest record.

Once alerted to an event, Promontory Insight’s ISOC will voice down trespassers, while 
simultaneously notifying local police backed up with verified video. The result is consistent 
– eliminate the crisis and make an arrest. You need Promontory Insight.

Intelligent cameras quickly identify real, verified 
threats, with both human and vehicle detection. 
We eliminate false alerts due to weather, shadows, 
or wildlife. Verified alerts are immediately  
addressed or are dispatched to security personnel 
or law enforcement.

Confirmed video verification elevates law enforcement 
response by providing the evidence necessary  
to apprehend criminals. When Promontory Insight 
calls, authorities listen, resulting in high arrest  
rates and remediation. 

Interactive Video Monitoring uses unmatched AI 
and analytics to secure your property and assets. 
Remote surveillance provides real-time alerts of 
potential threats allowing Promontory Insight to 
deter crime and protect your property.  



INTERACTIVE VIDEO MONITORING
Promontory Insight’s foundational service deploys cutting-edge 
Artificial Intelligence at the camera level to provide heightened 
security that offers real-time insight into remote events allowing 
the ISOC to proactively deter crime.

VIRTUAL TOURS
Offer a disruptive alternative to on-site security personnel. Virtual 
Tours are conducted by surveillance professionals remotely who 
review every camera location to secure and protect property, 
assets and personnel.

INVESTIGATIONS
An alternative to on-site personnel, Virtual Tours are conducted 
by surveillance professionals remotely who review every camera 
location to secure and protect property, assets and personnel.

NVR & CAMERA TECHNOLOGIES
Security experts build custom Network Video Recorder platforms 
utilizing the latest State-of-the-Art surveillance technology to 
support the most advanced IP-based security networks available 
on the market.

AUDIO VOICE DOWN
‘The Voice of God’ Audio Voice Down platform uses amplified 
audio to deter intruders and deescalate threats by notifying them 
they are being monitored remotely from the Interactive Security 
Operations Center.

SPECIALTY CAMERAS
Enhanced surveillance is delivered though hi-res cameras surveying 
your perimeter boundaries and internal yards with technology  
like thermal imaging, pan/tilt/zoom, mega pixel cameras and  
AI-driven edge detection.

 RECOMMENDED SERVICES AND TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS 
CONSTRUCTION

Promontory Insight recommends these critical services to  
protect and manage property, assets and personal.

Promontory Insight provides some of the best technology in the 
industry to protect and support remote monitoring at the ISOC.

1635 N. Stemmons Freeway, Dallas, TX 75207
GET INSIGHT 972-560-6223

PROMONTORY INSIGHT 360 TURNKEY OFFERINGS

www.promontoryinsight.com

ISOC SERVICES
Interactive Video  
Monitoring
Virtual Guard
Virtual Watchman
Virtual Tours
Alarm Response
Video Verification
Dispatch
Gate & Door Remote  
Management
Managed Access
Video Management Service
Investigations
Proactive Health Check

SOLUTIONS
360 Solutions
Design Services
Installation Services
Financing
NVR and Camera Technologies
Access Control
Alarms
Mobile Units
License Plate Recognition
Two-Way Audio Voice Down
Perimeter Surveillance
Analytics and Artificial  
Intelligence
Thermal Surveillance
Time-Lapse Surveillance
Incidentco.com

Promontory Insight 360 Solution provides a complete turnkey solution from design through 
management, including Platform, ISOC Services, Health Check and Management in a simple 
monthly cost. 
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DESIGN
A successful security platform begins at the design stage, where  
we work with you to understand your challenges. Our design  
team integrates security, surveillance and access control to meet 
your requirements.

PLATFORM
Promontory Insight represents some of the best products 
on the market for NVR and camera solutions. Integrated 
with ISOC technology for remote management and  
monitoring, Promontory Insight is your eye in the sky.

ISOC SERVICES
Experienced surveillance professionals in the 
Interactive Security Operations Center identify 
threats in real time and pre-emptively deter crime 
using cutting-edge technology. 

HEALTH CHECK / MANAGEMENT
We ensure your solution is operating at optimum efficiency 
with scheduled updates and technology health checks  
to confirm your system is working at peak performance.

FINANCING OPTIONS
Capital expenditures and operational restraints should not  
become a barrier to implementing a successful security solution. 
Our 360 Solution offers financing options that fits your budget.


